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For a long time, the research on Liezi was all along limited in the verification 
and the end of Metaphysics thought. This paper proposes that we will find more 
academic value in liezi if it can be reflected in full view from Metaphysics thought to 
Duplicate Metaphysics thought, which symbolizes the key turn point in the 
development of Taoist philosophy. 
    The issue of Beyond Death involves ultimate concern , which is the core concern 
for philosophy and religion. All previous Taoist scholars not only carried on the 
Lao-Zhuang morals but passed the principle of Confucianist righteousness along with 
the disposition of Buddhism from a broad perspective, taking advantages of their 
merits so as to establish the philosophy of life with the characteristic of native culture. 
Apart from the various thinkers’ interpretation on Laozhuang. zhang Zhan and 
Lu Chongxuan elaborate the rich philosophy of life embodied in Leizi in the way of 
interpretations. Taking the quotations of Buddhism, Zhan proposed the principle of 
“Utmost Emptiness” and “No Idea”,  trying to summarize the debate on the origin 
and the end between two factions and then he further discussed the restraint break 
between life and death, making it the core of philosophy thinking. The principle of the 
"Region of Taixu " constructed by him makes the rational spirit surpass the 
combination of life and death which connected with the  religious belief , taking the 
significant step to the road of the communication of the philosophy and religion , and 
it also foresees the  transformation of ontology and philosophy of mind and nature. 
Lu initiatively applied the theory of which ran through the cosmology and the 
theory of temperament. Based on the concern about true life and the pursuit of 
surpassing of life and death, the present paper seeks to reflect on the origin and home 
to life as well as to probe into how to hold body and mind , maintain life as well as to 
realize the real union of body and mind. 
In a word, the purpose for the interpreting of liezi by zhang and Lu does not lie in 
the sophisticated philosophical ponderation as well as the constitution of the great 













members through the morality cultivation in the earthly life so as to realize the urge 
for eternity.  
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年，第 588 页）。 
④ 早在清朝嘉庆年间，秦恩复即在《<列子>卢重玄注序》中指出：“列子先于庄子而书 后出，史迁不为
立传，学者遂疑为依讬。以故注南华者不下数十家，独冲虚祇张湛一注孤行于世”，参见杨伯峻：《列
子集释》，北京：中华书局，1979 年，第 284 页。 
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